Let’s do Engineering broadens young children’s understanding of engineers
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This study developed and applied a new job card methodology to investigate what 5-year-old children in Scotland understand in relation to engineers and engineering. Children were shown images of different jobs and asked to identify the jobs and select the cards showing engineers. The methodology was utilized pre- and post-intervention to determine whether an intervention combining engineer role model imagery and hands-on activities (specifically Let’s do Engineering) would successfully broaden perspectives of engineering, and whether there would be any differences between boys and girls in terms of the effectiveness of the intervention. In total, 16 children of 5–6 year old from one school participated and prior to the intervention could only correctly recognize an average of 1.5 engineers. After intervention, however, all children were able to successfully identify multiple engineers within the job cards, achieving in excess of a three-fold increase in the number of engineers correctly identified, even 2 months after the end of the intervention. When comparing data for boys and girls, analysis showed that there were no between-group gender differences in either perceptions or in strength of impact of the intervention. The engineers identified were well spread across the different engineering fields, indicating that the children developed a broad understanding of different engineering disciplines.
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Introduction

Engineering as a profession suffers from a skill shortage and a lack of diversity (Perkin report, 2019; Engineering UK, 2022). For example, in the UK, in 2022, only 16.5% of engineers were women (Engineering UK, 2022). Scotland, where this study was undertaken, has engineering included in the curriculum from the earliest level. However, research shows that young people in general have little idea of what engineering involves (Capobianco et al., 2011; McGuire et al., 2020; Armitage et al., 2020).

Misconceptions and stereotypes that can lead to early career-eliminating decisions (Gottfredson, 1981; McMahon and Watson, 2022; Padwick et al., 2022), with studies highlighting how STEM stereotypes at early years are linked with later STEM interest, motivation and career choices (McGuire et al., 2020; Master, 2021), and that career aspirations aged seven are similar to those aged 17 (Archer et al., 2020).

Understanding what young children know and think about engineers and engineering is key to tackling misunderstandings and stereotypes. However, existing methodologies for
determining what young children think of engineers have some drawbacks. Previously, in order to investigate how children perceive engineers, the Draw-an-Engineer (DAET) test has been utilized (Knight and Cunningham, 2004). Two recent studies used DAET with 3–8 years old children, finding that the engineers drawn are predominantly male and involved in work with buildings/construction or vehicles (Hammack et al., 2020; Ata-Aktürk and Demircan, 2022), in common with the results of DAET across a longer time and with a broader age range (Knight and Cunningham, 2004; Xu and Jack, 2023).

One potential problem with the DAET is that requesting just one image of an engineer is likely to elicit a more stereotypical result and as such not reveal any broader understanding that children might have of engineering (Xu and Jack, 2023). One solution is to use alternative methods such as image cards to prompt discussions or to gather broader data (Cunningham et al., 2005; Padwick et al., 2016; Emembolu et al., 2020; Lampley et al., 2022).

Work by the NUSTEM group has used cards to explore what children understand in relation to different STEM occupations (Padwick et al., 2016; Emembolu et al., 2020). Children were shown 30 job cards (with written jobs rather than images; cards were read aloud) and asked to sort them into jobs they knew and those they did not and then assigned the jobs they knew to those which they would like to do, would not like to do, or not sure. In one study, this was also coupled with diamond nine card sorting of characteristics (e.g., friendly, clever, creative) based on whether scientists were like these characteristics or not (Padwick et al., 2016). Cunningham et al. asked children the circle images showing the work that engineers do, achieving similar results to the DAET, i.e., selection of pictures relating to buildings, machinery, and cars reflecting ideas of engineers being involved in construction and repairing of vehicles (Cunningham et al., 2005). This image set was utilized again by Lampley et al. in 2022, with a large sample of US children, and there was a slight shift in perceptions with more understanding that engineers design things (Lampley et al., 2022).

NUSTEM also utilized focus groups with 4-year-old children to probe their understanding of scientists and science careers, finding that most children had limited understanding, often stereotypical (Lampley et al., 2022). Additionally, children were unable to link ideas of science as a subject with scientists, suggesting to tackle career-related stereotypes, and increasing disciplinary knowledge alone is insufficient and a focus should be placed on understanding engineers' and scientists' and their careers (Padwick et al., 2016; Emembolu et al., 2020; Padwick et al., 2022).

Overall, little is known about how young (3–7-year-old) children perceive engineers and engineering. Existing research using DAET suggested stereotypical ideas around engineers being males working with constructions and vehicles are present, although this methodology might not have been ideal to explore the understandings of a broader range of engineering disciplines. Here, we introduce a new approach to investigate what young children understand in relation to engineers and engineering, addressing the following research questions:

- What do 5-year-old children in Scotland understand in relation to engineers and engineering?
- Does an intervention combining engineer role model imagery and hands-on activities (specifically Let’s do Engineering) broaden perspectives of engineering?
- Are there any gender differences in either perceptions or in the impact of the intervention?
- Are there differences in the understanding of different engineering disciplines?

**Method**

**Participants and data collection**

Participants were recruited through a convenient sampling method, via researcher contacts and university school liaison officers, to identify participating schools as part of a larger research project. One school had already utilized job cards to engage their youngest class in discussions around careers and support the teachers in developing the children’s understanding of STEM roles and were keen to extend this study. In this study, schools were provided with the new job card set, incorporating seven different engineers. The teacher then facilitated delivery of the data collection before and after the intervention, sitting with each child individually and interviewing them using the job cards. The children were all from one P1 class and were aged between 5 and 6 year old. Sixteen children participated in the data collection before and after the Let’s do Engineering intervention (Let’s Do Engineering Ltd, n.d.). The classroom teacher and the school STEM lead who co-taught some classes were both female. The school is based in Fife, Scotland with the school postcode returning an SIMD ranking of six, but has a mixed demographic in terms of deprivation with the catchment covering areas ranked from 1 to 7. The school describe themselves as being rich in diverse cultures and religions, with 17% of children having English as a second language.

**Design of study and intervention details**

The study involved use of a job card measure to investigate perceptions of engineers before and after participation in Let’s do Engineering. The study ran from November 2022 to September 2023, with the initial and final interviews taking place during those months and Let’s do Engineering teaching activities taking place from December 2022 to June 2023.

Let’s do Engineering is a research and engagement project funded by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) through their Engagement Champions program. The project recruited 20 engineers and created a range of resources ranging from role model-based career information and hands-on classroom activities. Resources were developed in collaboration with engineers, creative practitioners along with education, engineering and psychology (child development), and researchers and refined through testing in schools. A review of this process and teacher feedback is under review elsewhere. The information on role models included short engineer films aimed at the children, engineer profiles hosted on the website (Let’s Do Engineering Ltd, n.d.) with some child-friendly information, and additional details to support educators and engineer posters to display in the classroom. The classroom activities were each linked with engineer role models and involved hands-on engineering challenges, e.g., build a wind turbine and a variety of creative
expressive arts-based ideas including drama, dance, and circus. In addition, an activity book with a double-spread page for each engineer, with activities such as dot-to-dot and spot the difference was produced; the intention was for each child to receive their own copy which would go home to facilitate conversations with parents. Teachers can select and implement the different activities as they wish, according to their aims and the interests of the children.

In this study, the classroom teacher delivered nine activities, including making and launching a rocket, an acoustical engineering noise-maker build, a robot-related coding activity, and a geotechnical engineering building activity, with the engineering challenges scaffolded by a three-stage Engineering Design Cycle (Explore, Create, and Improve). In addition, engineer role model classroom posters and a top trumps style card game were used to showcase the range of different engineers. There was not a set day of the week in which the activities were delivered; sessions were fitted around other curriculum activities, with activities taking place every couple of weeks. Typical sessions involved an introduction, watching a role model video, and participating in the activities (timings varied between 30 min and 1 h and resources remained available for children to continue investigations after the initial session). Children also received an activity book to take home, including the nine engineers from the classroom activities and an additional 11 engineer role models.

Measures

In this study, a set of 20 job cards were utilized as visual aids during individual interviews with the children. Custom-made job cards were designed, using a gender-neutral figure in black and white, incorporating a variety of familiar roles, e.g., police and teacher and seven different engineering examples.

Data collection

Children were individually interviewed by a teacher at their school, being first asked to sort the cards into jobs that they knew while naming or describing the job. The teacher wrote down their response for each card. Second, children were shown the whole set of cards again and asked to select those which they thought were engineers and to explain why if possible. An Excel sheet was used to compile the responses, noting for each child what they said about each card in one row along with an X to indicate whether the card was selected as an engineer. The job cards utilized in this study depicted a range of 19 jobs, including a range of seven different engineers (aeronautical, biomedical, chemical, civil, electrical, mechanical, and robotic) (Figure 1). The other jobs were selected based on the previous job card work, especially that by NUSTEM which depicted a range of jobs (Padwick et al., 2016; Emembolu et al., 2020), LMI data (LMI, n.d.), and literature examining children’s career aspirations (Chambers et al., 2018; NUSTEM, n.d.), which are linked to jobs that they know, i.e., most children name jobs that they commonly see around them, with one study finding the top 20 job roles account for 75% of career choices (NUSTEM, n.d.). The aim was to represent a range of jobs likely to be known to children with a mixture of traditionally male- or female-dominated roles and some neutral jobs, in addition to a variety of engineers along with a scientist and a mechanic, to observe if the children would differentiate these roles from engineering. Black and white drawings were developed aiming to be gender neutral; however, stick people are often interpreted as male, although the teacher noted that the children more commonly referred to the person in the image as it rather than he/she. The cards were initially tested with a local school during an MSc project, indicating that the children understood the process and could use the cards to recognise different jobs. The initial pilot used small groups of children; subsequently, we updated the approach to individual interviews with a question script. The pre-intervention interview took place in November 2022. After the intervention, the individual interviews with the teacher were repeated, at the start of the P2 year on 1 September 2023 (1.5 weeks after the start of term after a 6.5-week summer holiday) and over 2 months after the last Let’s do Engineering activity. After being asked which jobs they knew, children were reminded that they had learnt about engineers in P1 and asked to identify which cards depicted engineers.

Data analysis

The data were analysed to address the original research questions. To determine what children understand about engineers and engineering, the children’s responses were analysed as follows. For each card, if the child successfully named or described the job, one point was allocated; incorrectly identified or unknown responses were marked as zero. A total score was then obtained for each child in terms of jobs known. Subsequently, the responses to the second question of which cards depicted engineers were scored; the number of cards they selected in response to this question was calculated (i.e., number of X recorded); next, each response was checked to observe if the selected card showed an engineer, and the number of correctly identified cards was summed. To determine the impact of the intervention, data were collected and analysed in this way pre- and post-intervention. Descriptive results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. During the statistical analysis, the second and third research questions were addressed. For inferential statistics, a mixed factorial ANOVA was utilized to evaluate the impact of the intervention considering both time (pre- and post-intervention) and gender. For the fourth research question relating to the differences in understanding of different engineering disciplines, the number of children who correctly recognized each different engineer was summed (pre- and post-intervention) (see Table 1), and a paired samples t-test was used to investigate if the intervention resulted in an increase in correct identification of the different engineering job roles.

Ethics

Ethical approval was obtained from the Heriot-Watt Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Ethics Committee. Children verbally assented to take part when the teacher introduced and explained the tasks, with one child choosing to opt out and not participate. Each participant was given a code to hide their personal identity, with the identifier file being destroyed subsequent to completion of the analysis.
Results

To measure engineering perception pre- and post-intervention, teacher interviews with 16 children (eight boys and eight girls) aged between 5 and 6 years old (P1 in the Scottish education system) were undertaken using job cards to prompt discussion about jobs and engineering jobs in particular. Card-based sorting tasks have previously been applied in investigating engineering perceptions in young children, e.g., by NUSTEM to study the understanding of scientists (Padwick et al., 2016; Emembolu et al., 2020), by Mulvey et al. to probe counter-stereotypical career choices (Mulvey and Irvin, 2018), and by Cunningham and then Lampley to gather data on engineering perceptions (Cunningham et al., 2005; Lampley et al., 2022).

First, the children were asked which jobs they knew, and second, which cards showed engineering jobs and why. Before the intervention, children were able to identify approximately 60% of the jobs shown in the images, with the average number of jobs correctly identified being 12.4. Let’s do Engineering activities were delivered for 7 months with the children being exposed to nine different engineers during classroom studies. Subsequent to the intervention, children were able to identify over 75% of the jobs shown in the images, with the average number of jobs correctly identified as 16.56, an increase which was mainly due to an increasing recognition of engineers. The results are discussed below in relation to each of the article research questions.

What do 5-year-old children in Scotland understand in relation to engineers and engineering?

Before participating in the Let’s do Engineering activities, there was little understanding of what engineering was and what engineers do. One child commented:

“I do not know that word. I know a similar word – engine.”

Meanwhile, another said:

“I do not think any of them are engineers. Engineers drive trains.”

Overall, 31% of children were unable to correctly identify a single engineer from the job card set. Two children were able to make a connection to their father’s job (“that is what my daddy does”) and, therefore, correctly identify one engineer working in the same sector as their parent. In general, the average number of people suggested by the children to be engineers was 2.8, with the average correctly identified engineers being 1.5, giving an average of a 43.5% successful identification rate (Figure 2A).
Not all children were able to explain or justify some or all of their selections. However, from those children who did explain their choices, conceptions of engineering were related to ideas of fixing (12 mentions), building (11 mentions), and making (3 mentions). Additionally, engineering was associated with items such as cars (8 mentions), bridges and robots (both 4 mentions), and space and planes (2 mentions each).

Are there any gender differences in engineering perceptions?

Before the intervention, the boys made more suggestions of which people could be engineers (3.375 on average as opposed to 2.25 for the girls) and correctly identified more engineers (1.75 as opposed to 1.25) (Figure 2). However, in terms of percentage success rate, the figures were very similar with the girls being correct in 43% of choices, whereas the boys achieved 44%. Overall, there was little difference in how well boys and girls successfully identify engineers.

What was the impact of Let’s do Engineering on engineering perceptions?

All children participated in nine Let’s do Engineering activities (Figure 1B) after the pre-test, virtually meeting a diverse range of engineer role models through a short video and, subsequently, participating in a linked activity. The engineer role models selected were three males and six females covering a variety of engineering disciplines including acoustical, chemical, civil, electrical, mechanical, and software. Activities undertaken by the children ranged from hands-on engineering challenges, e.g., build a tower or make a rocket, to more expressive art activities such as songs (Wonderful Amy), dance (Mission to Mars), and circus (structures and balances; hula hooping and orbits). During the same classroom session, children were given time to complete the linked page in the Let’s do Engineering activity book. After 7 months, children took home the activity book.

Post-testing occurred 2 months later, including a period of 6 weeks of summer holiday. The results indicated that the intervention had a significant impact on the children's ability to recognise different engineering jobs, with children now identifying on average 7.8 people as engineers, 5 of which were correctly identified (Figure 2A), a successful recognition percentage of 69.30% (Figure 2A). Previously, children only correctly identified an average of 1.5, so the shift to being able to point out five engineers is in excess of a three-fold increase. The rise in successful recognition percentage represented a 59% increase (in absolute terms, a rise of over 25% points) and was statistically significant. A Mixed Factorial ANOVA showed a significant repeated measures subject factor of time: $F=(1, 14) = 59.0$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.60$.

Afterwards, the discussion and language used still reflected ideas of building and fixing but now included new references to making things and to being an inventor as well as a much broader use of science when describing engineer jobs. This might reflect a confusion about the difference between science and engineering or could evidence that the children have a recognition of the role science plays in engineering. Let’s do Engineering was delivered after British Science Week, in which the school delivered various science activities and received visits from scientists and engineers.

There were 43 instances of incorrectly assigned engineers, which spread across a range of 12 different jobs, though 2 occupations dominated the incorrectly identified categories, i.e., scientist with 9 mentions and mechanic with 11 mentions. Before Let’s do Engineering, the mechanic card was selected by 50% of the children as an engineer, whereas this increased to 68.75%, showing that the association of engineering with fixing and vehicles persisted. The card shows a person shining a torch into a car bonnet. Before Let’s do Engineering, children did not particularly associate science and engineering with only one child incorrectly identifying the scientist card as an engineer and describing it as potions. Afterward, however, the scientist card was selected by 56.25% of the children (Table 1). The card shows someone in a lab coat working on a small-scale science experiment as opposed to the chemical engineer card which shows the engineer working with larger pipes and a scaled-up chemical process.
The high rate of selection of these cards might simply reflect the difficulty of clearly depicting in one black and white image the difference between a mechanic, a scientist, and an engineer. More in-depth discussion with the children, directly asking them to explain the differences between a mechanic, scientist, and engineer, would be useful to understand their perspectives.

Were there any gender differences in terms of the impact of Let’s do Engineering?

After Let’s do Engineering, both boys and girls suggested a higher number of people who they thought were engineers than girls, with the girls now suggesting slightly more (8.5 on average for the girls as opposed to 8.25 for the boys). Both boys and girls considered a greater number of the job cards to represent engineering, with the data showing an increase of over double the number for the boys and over three times as many for the girls. In terms of correctly identified engineers, boys achieved 5.625 to the girls 5.25, over a three-fold and four-fold increase, respectively. Before the intervention, both genders had a similar percentage success rate, and this was repeated after the intervention, where boys now reached 71.13% in comparison to the girls’ post-test success rate of 69.30%. A Mixed Factorial ANOVA showed a non-significant interaction between gender and time \([F(1, 14) = 0.015, p = 0.905]\) and a non-significant interaction between subject factor of gender \([F(1, 14) = 0.405, p = 0.535]\). Overall, the Let’s do Engineering intervention appears to equally benefit girls and boys, with them both significantly broadening their perspectives of engineers.

Were particular engineering disciplines easier for the children to identify?

Before Let’s do Engineering, every different engineering discipline was correctly identified by at least two children, with the most popular categories being aerospace, civil, and robotic engineers (Table 1), showing an association between large technologies such as planes and robots as well as ideas of building and fixing. Even the biomedical engineer was recognized as an engineer most likely due to image of the biomedical engineer working with a prosthetic leg, while the children often did not fully understand this, they could identify with something being fixed. After Let’s do Engineering, all engineering categories were correctly identified by at least nine children, with the majority of engineering fields being recognized by 75% of the children. Post-test biomedical and chemical engineering were the least identified engineering areas. Electrical and mechanical engineering observed the largest increases, possibly mainly due to these types of engineers not being well-known prior to the intervention and also that these types of engineers made up one-third of those studied in the classroom. The results from the pre-test (\(M = 4.14, SD = 1.57\)) and post-test (\(M = 12.4, SD = 1.40\)) of the Let’s do Engineering intervention resulted in an increase in correct identification of the different engineering job roles being engineering, \(t(7) = 12.18, p < 0.001,\) Cohen’s \(d = 5.57\).

Discussion

This study has explored what five-year-olds in Scotland understand in relation to engineers and engineering. The study used a job card methodology to measure changes resulting from participating in a set of classroom activities using the Let’s do Engineering resources. Exposure to the intervention resulted in at least a three-fold increase in correctly identified engineer job cards, which was statistically significant \((p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.60)\). A meta-analysis by John Hattie in 2009 averaged effect sizes for multiple interventions in education, reporting 0.4 as a level above which an intervention could be considered worthwhile, with changes not due to other influences such as teacher effects of developmental effects (Higgins and Simpson, 2011). More recent study by Kraft on interpreting the effect size of field-based educational interventions incorporated work from the last 15 years proposed that an effect size of 0.2 or greater can be considered large and discusses important interpretation features (Kraft, 2020). Considering our study in light of these features, a somewhat larger effect size is expected due to features such as the small sample size and targeted outcome measures, which is further discussed under limitations. However, given this initial data and considering the costs and scalability, the Let’s do Engineering intervention shows considerable promise in tackling stereotypes about engineering.

In the post-test results, conducted 2 months after the end of the original intervention, all engineering disciplines depicted in the image set were recognized by at least 10 out of the 16 children, indicating that the increases in understanding were well spread across the different engineering fields. Additionally, no gender differences were noted in relation to the success of the intervention with both boys and girls, with all children increasing their successful engineer identification percentage to over 69%. A similar intervention with older children, the NUSTEM person of the week, had a different outcome measure asking children to use six words to describe scientists but also reported that a medium-term, teacher-led intervention using real-world role models could reduce stereotypes in young people, with little difference between genders (Shimwell et al., 2023). In contrast, other studies using DAET as an evaluation method have found that poorly designed interventions can reinforce stereotypes (Rodrigues-Silva and Alsinka, 2023).

There are several limitations to this study. First, the small sample size concentrating on just 16 students from one school in Scotland, without the use of a control group (the school has one P1 class, all of whom participated and therefore no control group was available); this is likely to increase our effect size and limits our ability to establish causal effect (Kraft, 2020). Ongoing research is extending the use of the job card methodology with an increasing number of children, across different age ranges in order to gather further insight into how young Scottish children perceive engineers, to track any changes in perceptions with age and confirm the utility of the method across a broader age range. Second, one of the teachers in this study is a STEM lead and is highly enthusiastic, experienced, and confident teacher who could have contributed to the high level of positive impact recorded in this study. The teacher co-delivered four of the activities with the classroom teacher, leaving the classroom teacher to deliver the remaining activities on her own. Teacher self-efficacy is known to impact the effectiveness of STEM learning and STEM interventions and has also previously been associated with the degree of engineering play behaviors observed in preschool settings. We are not aware of any research linking teacher experience with broadening perspectives in science and engineering, though it is a factor to consider, and data will be collected to further investigate this point during the ongoing research. Additionally, further feedback will be gathered from the
participating school and teacher to identify what factors they felt were most important to the successful implementation of Let’s do Engineering and any particular pedagogical strategies adopted. Another factor is that the delivery of the intervention was undertaken independently from the researchers, with no observation of how the activities were presented and delivered; it would be useful to have more control over this aspect, particularly if extending the study and comparing the effects across a range of different schools. However, one advantage of this approach is that it indicates that the intervention works well for independent application by teachers and does not require specific staff to deliver.

Third, the suitability of the job card methodology has not been validated, and the selection of images could benefit from further review with possibilities to remove examples that were not recognized by any children and explore whether the scientist and mechanic images could be tweaked to further differentiate them from engineering. Additionally, this study used gender neutral illustrations, and it is unclear whether this could have influenced children’s ideas, although they did not use gendered pronouns in their discussions. Stick people are often perceived as male (stick men), and while the people in illustrations are more rounded, this conception of an apparently gender-neutral figure as male could still persist. In fact, since this study we have developed two sets of cards, one male/gender-neutral and one female (depicted by the use of a pony-tail) and ongoing studies will explore whether the use of the different sets of cards impacts results. Finally, while it is positive that the effects of Let’s do Engineering on broadened engineering perspectives persisted over the summer holiday period, it is unknown how long such effects might remain and whether long-term follow-up would confirm any lasting impact.

Overall, this study has demonstrated that Let’s do Engineering has successfully broadened the perspectives of 5 and 6-year-old school children in terms of understanding the variety of job roles that make up engineering. Furthermore, the job card methodology developed here is useful to both gather data on understanding engineering perceptions with children as young as 5 years and measure the success of interventions designed to tackle misconceptions and stereotypes about engineering. We suggest this methodology be taken up by others as a straightforward way to rapidly gather data on engineering perceptions with young children. Future studies will concentrate on validation of the method and application to a wider cohort of children.
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